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'man has been moulded by the forces of nature to robuste
purposes than chopping logic, writing poetry,, or developin
theories., and these higher functions of the brain can flouris]
only in the secluded garden of an artificial civilization/
But all culture is artificial, and what we call civilization i
an extreme form of artificiality, limited to small minoritie
even in the most civilized countries. Frazer (Golden Bough
vol. i, p. 236) notes the existence of'a solid layer of savagerj
beneath the surface of society5;, and wonders "whether tht
impulsive energy of the minority or the dead weight of th<
majority of mankind will prove the stronger force to carry us
up to higher heights or to sink us into lower depths'.
Reformers and philanthropists proclaim as their ideal
'the greatest happiness of the greatest number'., but fail to
realize that this ideal is quite distinct from the ideal of pro-
gress., and may be incompatible with it. Sentimentalists
may imagine that new culture forms arise from the 'com-
munal mind' or the 'spirit of the folk' or some such abstrac-
tion, but the fact is that new ideas can only occur to individuals
and do only occur to highly exceptional individuals. The
very fact of their newness is bound to make them 'appear
shocking and subversive to the conventional many' (C. E. At
Joad, Liberty To-day, p. 121). To be shocked makes for
unhappiness, so that as part of the plan for securing the
greatest happiness for the greatest number it would be
necessary to guard people from new ideas. That heaven, a
place where there could be no new ideas and no progress of
any kind, is the ideal of happiness to the vast majority of
the race, should suffice to show that there is no connexion
between happiness and progress, but people are readily
deceived by words, and the 'social reformer' is regarded as
'progressive' because he wishes to ensure that every one has
enough to eat. A society might be progressive in which
nine-tenths of the people were starving; the Athens of Plato

